Congenital lymphovascular malformations with urological symptoms: a report of two cases and review of the literature.
To collect and review the diagnostic and therapeutic solutions for primary and congenital lymphovascular malformations leading to urological symptoms in childhood and also to find the most efficient therapeutic algorithms managing such conditions. In our work, we assemble all the diagnostic and therapeutic tools for lymphovascular malformations with urological-urogenital symptoms and demonstrate the interventional therapeutic algorithms through two of our cases where surgery (laparoscopic intervention and clipping of the lymph vessel) had to be performed to stop lymphoid leakage and restore anatomy. In cases, where lymphovascular malformations and urological-urogenital symptoms are both present, therapeutical success is graded by Browse's scoring system. According to that, our choices of management achieved the best possible outcome in both cases below. Although conservative ways of therapy are known and widely used, in more advanced cases surgical help is often needed to reach long-term improvement. In situations where significant mass of chyle has accumulated causing severe complaints, conservative therapy should not to be started. Surgical solutions provide fast and lasting improvement for patients suffering from congenital lymphovascular malformations.